zio   BRITISH INSTITUTIONS OF TO-DAY
 38.	What are the distinctive merits and demerits of the iurv s
 39.	Discuss the case for and against the retention of amateur mf  •   "
 40.	In what respects is the poor man at a disadvantage in tV.* i       trates-
 41.	Define Administrative Law.	g   * the law co^ts?
 42.	In what circumstances is an honest departmental official Til- 1
give a bad decision?	uKeiy to
chapter VII
 43.	What is the constitutional importance of the Army (Annual) A t?
 44.	What new problems of democratic control are raised bv t^P a •
of a Royal Air Force?	_	Y    ' existence
 45.	Silent inter arma leges—does this summarize the British doctrine w'th
regard to Martial Law?	n
 46.	Write a short history of the Treasury.
 47.	Give some account of the work of any one Department, other than
the Foreign and Home Offices.  (Volumes in the Whitehall Series would be
useful for these two questions.)
 48.	Trace the growth of the National Debt.
 49.	"People never notice indirect taxes"—is this an argument for or
against them?
 50.	What constitutes "punitive taxation"?
chapter VIII
 51.	Outline the main stages in the constitutional development of the
neighbourhood in which you live.
 52.	How do you account for the fact that the reformed town councils
were established two generations earlier than county councils?
5 3. Make a diagram to illustrate the relationship between different kinds
of local authority.
54. Explain the statement that all local authorities are subordinate
authorities.
5 5. Officials employed by local councils are supposed to administer but
not to originate policy: is the distinction practicable?
56.	How far is your own local council run on a strictly party basis?
chapter IX
 57.	Argue the case for and against "keeping down the rates."
 58.	Account for the persistent refusal of Parliament to let other boroughs
imitate Birmingham's highly successful Municipal Bank.
 59.	"There is a free municipal art gallery—why not a free municipal
cinema?" Discuss.
 60.	What are the main difficulties of rehousing?
 61.	Trace the history of Poor Law administration from the Guardians
to the Assistance Board.
 62.	To what extent does the abolition of the name "pauper" mark a real
change of attitude?
63.	Draw a diagram to illustrate the "educational ladder" as It exists to-day.

